
Frequently Asked Questions about the
Yoga Is For Every Body Retreat in Hawaii

1) What if I’m new to yoga? Will a yoga retreat be too much for me?

Definitely not in this case!  First of all, there are different types of yoga. In some classes, the
teacher is up at the front talking and making shapes with her body for you to imitate and
you’re basically on your own to keep up and figure it out. In my classes, safety and
alignment are key. We hold postures long enough for you to understand what you’re doing
there and make modifications if needed.  You’ll never feel that you’re holding others back or
that you’re left behind because each participant is doing the practice that’s best for them.
The fact that we always have fewer than 15 students also ensures individual attention.

2) What if I want more yoga? I’m a regular practitioner and two hours a day
doesn’t seem like much.

During this retreat, there are a number of optional activities in addition to the 4-6 hours we
spend together each day.  You need time to rest, write, explore nature, get a massage – and
maybe, do more yoga!  In addition to the classes I’m teaching, you can also attend other
yoga and fitness classes offered by Kalani while you’re at the retreat, as our schedule
allows.

3) I’m not a writer and I don’t like the idea of sharing things I’ve written with
other people.

During this retreat we’ll be using writing as a form of inquiry. We won’t be writing for an
audience. After most writing activities, I’ll ask if anyone wants to share something – either
about the process, or what they’ve written. Some do, most don’t.  Remember, the writing
and storytelling activities are about discovering the stories we carry in our bodies. You
don’t have to “be a writer” to do that!

4) I have food limitations – what if the communal meals and food served don’t
suit me?

We cannot accommodate all food needs, but there will always be vegetarian options. You
may not always have exactly what you want, but you can take a little space in our shared
kitchen refrigerator if you want to stash some of your own things.  We’ll always eat lunch
and dinner together. You can decide whether to come for breakfast.

5) The pictures of Kalani are great – and I have mobility issues. How much
walking will there be and are there railings in the showers and pool areas?
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This is a great question – and a concern for all of the Puna Coast in Hawaii. This is a volcanic
landscape and most places aren’t fully paved.  Kalani is currently under renovation, so we’ll
actually be using a fairly small part of the property. The pool and hot tub don’t have railings,
FYI.  We will be spending time in a simple, two-story building that has 17 stairs. The ground
is uneven.  It's a beautiful natural environment in the rainforest, and not everything is
paved. If you can let us know ahead of time what your mobility issues are, we can help you
plan.  It’s important to plan ahead! The retreat center staff can help you with planning the
right lodging if you have trouble walking long distances or if you will be bringing a service
animal.

6) The retreat looks great, but I’d love to see more of Hawaii. Will there be time
for outings other than what’s on the schedule?

The Puna coast is rather remote.  You don’t need to have a car during the retreat, but if you
do, you’ll have some time in the afternoons to explore. It’s very easy to take amazing two or
three hour outings with a car. As a group, we’ll have two trips together out of the retreat
center.

7) Meditation feels weird to me; I don’t like to sit still. How much meditation will
there be and furthermore, what do you mean by “games and activities” in the
evening?

Chances are, we’re going to do things you didn’t know you wanted to do, but you’ll be glad
you did them.  For folks who regularly meditate, our fifteen minute guided meditations each
morning will feel short. If you’re new to meditation, having the prompts will be great.
Because we’re looking to understand the stories we carry in the body – what brings us joy
and irritation, comfort or pain – a bit of storytelling will help. What I offer are time-tested
activities that never feel too threatening, timed so that you won’t feel surprised or out of
your depth. Even if you uncover surprising things about yourself, you’ll do so in an
environment of love and comfort.

Join the Facebook Group for photos and testimonials!
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